Hydrophobicity maps of the N-peptide coiled coil of HIV-1 gp41.
Blocking HIV-1 viral entry into the host cell offers a promising new strategy for interfering with the HIV-1 life cycle. A major target of inhibitor design is to prevent binding of fusogenic gp41 C-peptides to the trimeric coiled coil of fusion-active N-peptides. Here, we map the hydrophobic character of the binding surface of the IQN17 peptide, a soluble analogue of the N-peptide coiled coil. The local binding affinity for a hydrophobic probe is determined by three methods: a hydrophobic force field, and molecular dynamics in solution analyzed by test particle insertion and inhomogeneous information theory. The regions of highest calculated hydrophobicity overlap with the positions of the hydrophobic anchor residues of the native C-peptides, and of two known inhibitors. Additional binding sites not exploited by these inhibitors are identified, and modifications for enhancing their binding affinity are suggested.